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think it’s going to be a big problem.__Yes , it could be.__I wonder

_______we can do about it.A. if B. how C. what D. that 2. Per

severance is a kind of quality and that’s _______it takes to do

anything well.A. what B. that C. which D. why 3. ________fashion

differs from country to country may reflect the cultural differences

from one aspect.A. What B. That C. This D. Which4. When you

answer questions in a job interview , please remember the golden rule

. Always give the monkey exactly _________he wants.A. what B.

which C. when D. that 5. I read about it in some book or other , does

it matter _________it was?A. where B. what C. how D. which 6.

Information has been put forward ________more middle school

graduates will be admitted into universities.A. while B. that C. when

D. as 7. Little Tommy was reluctant to tell the schoolmaster

________he had done the day before.A. that B. how C. where D.

what 8. These wild flowers are so special that I would do ________I

can to save them.A. whatever B. that C. which D. whichever9.

________she couldn’t understand was ________fewer and fewer

students showed interest in her lessons.A. What . why B. That .what

C. What .because D. Why . that10. Someone is ringing the doorbell.

Go and see_________.A. who is he B. who he is C. who is it D. who

it is 11. A computer can only do ________you have instructed it to

do.A. how B. after C. what D. when 12. ________he said at the



meeting astonished everybody present.A. What B. That C. The fact

D. The matter13. ________we can’t get seems better than

________we have.A. What . what B. What . that C. That . that D.

That . what 14. _________has helped to save the drowning girl is

worth praising.A. Who B. The one C. Anyone D. Whoever15. __I

drove to Zhuhai for the air show last week.__Is that ________you

had a few days off?A. why B. when C. what D. where16. It was a

matter of ________would take the position.A. who B. whoever C.

whom D. where17. What the doctors really doubt is ________my

mother will recover from the serious disease soon.A. when B. how C.

whether D. why18. I had neither a raincoat nor an umbrella.

________I get wet through.A. It’s the reason B. That’s why C.

There’s why D. It’s how19. ________caused the accident is still a

complete misery.A. What B. That C. How D. where20. It is generally

considered unwise to give a child _____he or she wants.A. however

B. whatever C. whichever D. whenever21. ________we’ll go

camping tomorrow depends on the weather.A. If B. Whether C.

That D. Where22. __Do you remember _______he came?__Yes , I

do , he came by car.A. how B. when C. that D. what 23. I remember

________this used to be a quiet village.A. when B. how C. where D.

what 24. __________ we’ll have the final examination next week

has not been decided yet.A. Whenever B. If C. Whether D. That25. I

’m anxious to know the result. _________ knows it, please tell

me.A. Who that B. That C. Whoever D. That who26. __________

will take part in the English Speaking Competition will be

announced at tomorrow’s meeting.A. Who B. Whom C. That D.



Which27. She did _________ she could __________ the lost child.

He found the parents with the help of the police.A. that. take care of

B. and. take care of C. what. to take care of D. what take care of28.

Excuse me , could you tell me __________ the nearest post office?A.

where is B. where is the way to C. where to go D. how to get to29.

The reason why he is failed in the exam is __________ he had not

worked hard .A. because B. that C. for D. because of30. It is possible

_________ he misunderstood _________ she said.A. that. that B.

what. what C. what. that D. that. what31. It is doubtful ___________

he knows it or not. A. that B. if C. what D. whether 32.I don’t

doubt _____he will come on time.A. whether B. which C. what D.

that33.Is this _________looking for? A. you were B. that you were

C. what were you D. what you were 34. ______we are doing has

never been done before. A. That B. Which C. Whether D. What 35.

She said that she ________ there for two yearA. has worked B. had

worked C. was working D. worked 36.He said that he _________us.

A. will help B. would help C. is helping D. helped 37.Now we have

learnt ____________. A. what is heat B. whether is heat C. when is

heat D. what heat is 38. His success was due to _____he had been

working hard.A. that B. the fact of C. the fact which D. the fact that
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